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Chemical (hypergolic)
- Isp = 250-450 s
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From Theory to Practice
Magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD)
-Apply field parameters
-Predict timescales
-Predict particle 
velocities (uex)
Kinetic Reconnection
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-Time-dependent 
field evolution
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Parnell et al. (1996)
Parnell et al. (2007): Perturb field so that current is induced along spine
MHD Modeling
Solve with physical 
parameters:
m = 2 mH
B0 = 1 T
l = 1 m
n = 1018 m-3
vA = 10
7 m/s
ωA= 10
7 s-1
Reconnection will occur on very short timescaleslimits: εjze
ωt < 1 ; S~102
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Is there an existing technology that can produce such fields?
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Pontin et al. (2011) applied 
circular magnetic field
perturbation to existing neutral 
point potential field
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Krishnan et al. (2010)
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Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations
Solves plasma motion in charge density space
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Engineering Considerations
Engineering – Potential Field
“Twisted dipole” -Copper
-Non-superconducting
Engineering - DPF
DPF Specifications
-Mather/Fillipov design
-Inner electrode (anode) radius
-Outer electrode (cathode) radius
-Axial radius 
(anode-cathode offset 
distance)
-Anode length
-Cathode length
-Optimal conducting material
-Optimal insulating material
-Optimal plasma generation 
surface
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-Number of feeds
-Radius of feeds
-Feed rate and pressure
-Determines thrust
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Electrode degradation due to 
charged particle bombardment
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After 103 shots
Thermal analysis
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Engineering - System
Engineering – Power
10 MW – nuclear
200 kW – SAFE-2 fission
100 kW – ISS module
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